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ADJECTIVES (6) Definition and Types of Adjectives (01) In context 2

In English, adjectives are invariable: they do not take 's' in the plural, they do not change depending on the ... I live in a ______ house. 2. This house has a basic ... 
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ADJECTIVES (6) Definition and Types of Adjectives (01)



In context 2 min What is an adjective?



beautiful flowers



a refreshing drink



Definition and Types of Adjectives 10 min An adjective is a describing word. It gives information like size, color, opinion, shape, age, material, origin etc. Examples: big, orange, good, round, old, plastic, English Some verbs can be used as adjectives. Examples: a working man a wanted gangster Some adjectives are made up of two words. Examples: an old-fashioned dress a homemade cake (made up of ‘home’ and ‘made’) Language Tip on Adjectives 3 min In English, adjectives are invariable: they do not take ‘s’ in the plural, they do not change depending on the gender (male/female). Examples: a nice boy 2 nice boys a nice girl



Writing Exercise 5 min Complete the sentences with the following adjectives: expensive, small, green, rectangular, friendly 1. I live in a __________ house. 2. This house has a basic shape, it is __________. 3. It is not very __________, because it is not in a rich area. 4. I am lucky because I have very __________ neighbors. 5. I must water the grass if I want it to be __________.



Writing Exercise 5 min Choose the correct word: 1. We have a __________ magnet on the fridge. (triangle/triangular) 2. Randy has three __________ shirts. (red/reds) 3. I am watching a very __________ documentary. (interested/interesting) 4. This dress looks __________. (handmade/madehand) 5. A __________ miracle happened to me. (real/really)



Writing Exercise 5 min Match the adjectives on the left to the category on the right. 1. square



a. size



2. tall



b. color



3. old



c. opinion



4. funny



d. shape



5. yellow



e. age



1. _______ 2. _______ 3. _______ 4. _______ 5. _______ Reading Exercise with the Teacher 5 min Read the following sentences to your teacher. Then, say which words are adjectives. 1. Donna’s friend is nice. 2. She has two young children. 3. Her husband is good-looking. 4. He rides an old blue bike. 5. They are Canadian and live in a big Mexican city. Speaking Exercise with the Teacher 5 min Describe these pictures using adjectives.



balloons



a fruit basket



a recycling symbol



Watch the Video! 5 min With this video, you will practice basic adjectives and their opposites. It is a slide show of adjectives to describe people. Watch the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTUKkNI-eUY Watch it again and give the OPPOSITE of these adjectives: 1. short: _______________ 2. young: _______________ 3. happy: _______________



Quiz 10 min True or False? 1. An adjective is a describing word. 2. Verbs cannot be used as adjectives. 3. An adjective gives information like size, color, opinion, shape, age, material, origin etc. 4. An adjective cannot be made up of 2 words.



Match the questions on the left to the answers on the right. 1. What do you think of the film?



a. It is long but funny!



2. What does your sister look like?



b. It is made of wood.



3. What type of table is it?



c. I am Canadian.



4. What is your nationality?



d. She is tall and blond.



1. _______ 2. _______ 3. _______ 4. _______ Choose the correct adjective: 1. Jack prepares a __________ report. (new / fast) 2. He sends it to Jennifer for a__________ review. (detailing / detailed) 3. The report is about an__________ project. (important / big) 4. Jennifer finds the report __________. (interesting / interessant)
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1 ADJECTIVES (6) Comparatives and Superlatives (03) In context 3 

2. This project seems__________. (+ good). 3. They live in ______ city in the country. (+ polluted). 4. Our department has__________ manager in the company.
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The position of Adjectives - Wooskills 

Where should the adjective(s) be in a sentence? The big brown box is ... several adjectives. In this case, the order is from general to ... Writing Exercise. 5 min.
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Les adjectifs - Adjectives 

Who is...? ‐ Qui est...? I am... ‐ Je suis... I am not... ‐ Je ne suis pas... américain amusant diligent bavard fort français intelligent grand intéressant joli petit méchant. Masculine vs. Feminine. In French, the adjective must AGREE with the noun 
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Adjectives â€“ Possessive adjective - Wooskills 

Erick: Whose ______ is it? It is ___ ______. It's _______'s ______. Erick: Whose ___ are they? They are ___ ____. They're _____'s ______. Cheryl: Whose ...
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On the Semantics of Denominal Adjectives 

tableau 2, we see that denominal adjectives range in several distinct subclasses, as shown in tableau .... knowledge of the world. But she adds ... fictional and non fictional texts in English, they found 2,333 genitive forms, of which only 9 had a .
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Unit 5 - Study Guide A. Vocabulary â€“ family, adjectives 

2. le grand-pÃ¨re___________________________________. 3. la grand-mÃ¨re. 4. le pÃ¨re. 5. la mÃ¨re. 6. les enfants______________________________________. 7. le fils. 8. la fille. 9. le frÃ¨re. 10. la sÅ“ur. 11. la tante. 12. l'oncle___________________
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VISITING A CLIENT (2) Scheduling an appointment (01) IN CONTEXT 

Apr 8, 2011 - VISITING A CLIENT (2). Scheduling an appointment (01). IN CONTEXT 3 -5 min. Observe and answer the question: What is this document? a.
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QUANTIFIERS (7) Countable vs. Uncountable (01) In context 2 min 

In formal English, it is better to use â€žmanyâ€Ÿ and â€žmuchâ€Ÿ rather than phrases such as ... They live in a very small flat because they have ______ money. 3.
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VOCABULARY (01) ALPHABET (01) IN CONTEXT: 3-5 minutes 1 

VOCABULARY (01). ALPHABET (01). IN CONTEXT: 3-5 minutes. 1. Observe & write the sentences a, b & c. 1. 2. I'm sorry. Can you repeat, please? 3. My name ...
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Modelling and simulation of biological processes in the context of 

Mar 29, 2004 - The relationship between words and meaning is therefore very ...... BIOCHAM's user manual. ...... J. T. Chang and S. Raychaudhuri [6] have written a clear tutorial about the problems ...... [email protected].
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VERBS (2) Basic Verbs (01) In Context 3-5 min What is a verb? In this 

1. I am English.______. 2. She has a dog.______. 3. We are happy.______. 4. Alex is fine.______. 5. They have a red car.______. 6. You are my friend.______.
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Vocabulary (01) Alphabet (01) In context: 3-5 minutes In English, we 

P is for pizza. Qq. Q is for quail. Rr. R is for rainbow. Ss. S is for sun. Tt. T is for turtle. Uu. U is for umbrella. Vv. V is for violin. Ww. W is for watch. Xx. X is for x-ray.
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Context sensitivity and invariance in perception of octave-ambiguous 

significance of individual priming effects by conducting t tests on difference ... ety of orientations of the response functions can be seen.5. Each participant gave .... were assigned the C4 envelope in the first session, others the F#4 envelope.
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Context sensitivity and invariance in perception of octave-ambiguous 

tory perception is much less developed because of a relative paucity of appropriate ..... significance of individual priming effects by conducting t tests on difference ... ety of orientations of the response functions can be seen.5. Each participant
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Context and Interaction in Zoomable User Interfaces 

May 26, 2000 - and has faded out the focus. The rectangle that shows the ..... remains close to the data base so that it can rapidly read the large quantities of information ... CT96-0346) and by the CNET (contract 97 754 21). 8. REFERENCES.
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Mathematical Definition of Dimensioning and Tolerancing Principles 

software applications developed for metrology equipment did not interpret geometric ... led to the realization that many CMM software algorithms were unreliable. ... identify research opportunities in the field of tolerancing of mechanical parts. ...
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Designing in Context 

skeleton part. âœ“ Modify the axis spacing between the Pillar and .... Select the desired geometry to make the constraint. 4. The two constrained components switch.
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ADVERBS (10) The Different Types of Adverbs (02) In context 5 min 

Adverb Category. Example Words ... 6. frankly f. place. 7. fast g. frequency. 8. totally h. quantity. Writing Exercise. 5 min ... Tell him/her which words are adverbs.
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1. Introduction 2. Problem definition 

Bounding the makespan of best pre-schedulings of task graphs with fixed communication .... Thus a given X defines an instance of a VDS scheduling problem.
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Talking about yourself (2) Introducing Yourself (01) In context: 3-5 

Introducing Yourself (01). In context: 3-5 minutes. What are they doing? Review the conversation. Peter and Alexandra are meeting each other for the first time.
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1. Definition of schwa 

Jan 22, 2005 - b. show that the only valid definition of schwa is phonological (rather than .... Ding. hENst. Hengst. fINÃ¥. Finger. /aNgiinaa. Angina. /EN eng.
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a definition of symmetry 

Originally, this latter was devoted to define symmetry and chirality ..... the carbon at the center of a regular tetrahedron with the four other atoms lying at its.
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Designing in Context 

In this section, you will understand how to open an existing assembly and how CATIA loads the associated files. Use the following steps: 1. Open an existing.
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Designing in Context 

The Arm is a part of Damper Assembly which is used in Front Suspension assembly. ... The bottom face of the Arm must be more than 200mm from ...... Detailed instructions for this exercise are provided. .... Create a simple hole of diameter.
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